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6.2.4 

Question - 

Effectiveness of various bodies/ cells/ committees is evident through minutes of 

meetings and implementation of their resolutions. 

 

Answer - 

The institution relentlessly strives to implement the decisions of various 

bodies/cells/committees effectively for the smooth administration of all the 

University and all its campuses.  

The institution has been visited by the UGC and NAAC Peer Teams from time 

to time and its top priority lies in the implementation of the suggestions for the all-

round development. Because, it is answerable to the aforesaid agencies regarding the 

implementation of the suggestions   as the Peer Teams that visit the institution in 

future will definitely ask how far their suggestions are followed and if not followed, 

why thereof. IQAC of the University takes up this responsibility and through its 

effective efforts, facilitates their future visit to inspect the Head Quarters and al the 

Campuses for the purpose of accreditation etc. 

 The Executive Council is the paramount governing body and its role in 

the effective management of the administration of the University is of 

huge significance. The minutes, decisions and suggestion etc are kept in 

the record for future reference. Its approval is necessary for all the 

important administrative actions like appointments, according 

promotions etc.  

 Academic Council looks after the fulfillment of all academic actions like 

conducting meetings of Board of studies in all subjects. The minutes are 

recorded for future action and reference and the minutes of previous 

meetings are approved along with the submission of Action taken 

Reports.  

 The Central Research Board meets at the Head quarters office and take 

decisions on all the research matters of the students. The Campus has 



also a local research board to facilitate the approval of synopsis, 

admission, pre-submission and final open Viva etc.  

The important committees like Planning and Management, Finance 

Committee, Publication Committee, Internal Complaint Committee, SC/ST Cell, 

Physically Challenged Cell and Women Cell meet frequently as and when required 

and all the minutes of them are recorded for the decisions to be implemented and 

followed.  

The Campuses also have bodies, cells and committees to meet the 

requirements at local/campus level.  

 The Campus Director constitutes various committees including students 

Welfare council for the smooth functioning of the campus in all its 

academic, cultural and other activities like games and sports etc.  

The programmes like Inter Campus Youth Festival, All India Drama Fest and 

all India Elocution Contest provide challenging task to the Campuses in managing the 

students coming from different states, cultures and communities etc.  

 It is a gigantic effort to maintain discipline and to see they behave in a 

peaceful and harmonious way.  

 Sometimes the teams on the losing side complain about partial decisions 

going against them thus depriving them off the Gold Medal etc. the host 

Campus is to address all such issues in a deft manner.  

 It is also a herculean task in inviting the judges and experts and in 

managing their boarding and lodging facilities etc.  

 It is often difficult in managing events of such gigantic proportions well 

within the allotted fund by the University. 

However, the Campuses work in tandem with the Head Quarters in making all 

the programmes hugely successful. 


